
Cyber Threat Sentinel
Early Warning Signal



If you were attacked, would you know where it would come from and why?

Most cyber-attacks are personal - the good ones always are.

Cyber Threat Sentinel continuously assesses your risk across five prominent cyber-at-
tack types and lets you know when and from what direction you’re at risk.

Darkscope proprietary AI technology continuously scans and analysis cyberspace to 
find information that could harm your business. Whether it is information about your 
people, products, services, or business data, our engine will find in real-time what is 
out there and determine if and how it can be used to harm your business. Our system 
observes your entire attack surface, including:

 High-risk users
 Breached user accounts
 Web services
 SSL & DNS configuration errors
 Domains & subdomains
 Products & Services
 External network connections
 Social media monitoring with sentiment detection
 User-generated content platform monitoring (e.g. 9Gag, 4Chan, Reddit)
 Cyber Threat campaigns against industries
 Darkweb forums, chats and marketplaces
 Telegram & Signal groups
 APT campaigns
 Partner & supplier breaches
 Global cyberthreat scoring

What are your cyber threats ?

DDoS & Ransom DDoS

Phishing

Webpage hijack

Ransomware Data theft

How it works



All Darkscope customers have access to the online dashboard. 
This fully customisable platform gives you a single pane of glass about your entire
attack surface. Remember, most attacks are targeted, and we show you what
an attacker already has or can find out about your business, people or products.

The system will send you alarms via:
 Email
 Text
 API
 Threat intelligence feed (STIX™)

How can I access this information ?

I got an alarm, what now ?

Our system qualifies every alarm before it gets sent out, so you don’t need to go
through endless false positive alarms. 
Our team of cybersecurity experts gives actionable steps you can do to mitigate
the finding. Also, you can always contact our team for further information*,
and we regularly work with cybersecurity incident or forensic teams and help
with more details if needed*.

*Additional charges might occur. T&C apply 



How to get started ?

Getting started is very simple. Darkscope is a touchless service, and we don't
need to integrate into your environment. We only need some information
about your business, that is all.

Go to: Darkscope.com or contact one of our trusted resellers.

About Darkscope

Partner & Supply chain 
protection

Cyber Watchtower

Using our networks in the deepweb and darknet and 
our state of the art artificial deep neural networks, 
Cyber Watchtower provides strategic threat 
intelligence ahead of any attack, phishing or hacking 
attempt to an organisation.

Cyber Interference Risk Score

In any business, key personnel are most vulnera-
ble to targeted attacks. Darkscope’s Watchtower 
uses its DANN (Darkscope Artificial Neural 
Network) to detect and identify content in the 
Darkweb, Internet, and social media which 
relates to your key personnel. 

Impersonate Protection Instead of assessing your capability to protect 
against risk, the Darkscope Cyber Interference Risk 
Score looks for the risks you need to defend against.

For many enterprise businesses, partner & 
suppliers are their biggest risk of being 
attacked. Darkscope measures the Cyber Risk 
for each partner or supplier and identifies 'weak' 
links and provides data to determine and 
recommendations to minimise the cyber risk. 

Darkscope is focused on delivering superior cyber intelligence to clients about nefari-
ous activities being planned against them in the deepweb and darknet. Today’s cyber-
attacks are sophisticated, well researched and planned. They are more complex, better 
delivered and are more attuned to the market than ever. They will continue to develop 
at a faster rate and be delivered more professionally than ever before. Being unaware 
of these risk puts an organisation at heightened risk. Not knowing, or not caring, is not 
a valid option anymore.
Darkscope is leading in cyber attack surface monitoring, and delivers new tools that 
help our clients to be prepared for any attack before it is delivered, by looking in the 
places the attacks are created. Darkscope has a range of solutions that deliver 
improved cybersecurity for our clients. These include Cyber Interference Risk Score™, 
Cyber Threat Sentinel™,  Cyber Watchtower™, Impersonate Protection.
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